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Characteristics of Life Living things are organized. Living things are made up of cells. Living
things metabolize. Living things maintain an internal How to Classify Animals. From the
humblest jellyfish to the most advanced primates, the animal kingdom houses an extremely
diverse selection of organisms. It is.
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res·pi·ra·tion (rĕs′pə-rā′shən) n. 1. a. The action or process of inhaling and exhaling; breathing.
Also called ventilation. b. An act of inhaling and.
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Because at least two begins to stretch in 1976 a third backyard.
Others think plants and certain animals are non-living. An everyday example is that students
think various lifecycle . 1. What characteristics do living things share? An amazing variety of
living things exist on Earth.. What does a dog have in common with a feces. When you breathe
(respiration), you give off carbon. Lesson 1: Animal Classification. The following is a list of
characteristics for each group of animals. lay eggs without shells in water; breathe with gills; are
covered with scales or smooth leathery skin .
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Amphibians are ectothermic or cold-blooded animals that metamorphose from a juvenile,
water-breathing form to an adult, air-breathing form. Typically, amphibians have.
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Others think plants and certain animals are non-living. An everyday example is that students
think various lifecycle . Characteristics of Life Living things are organized.. KINGDOM ANIMALIA:
General Characteristics of Animals. Organisms that live rooted to one spot are sessile and those
that move around are . Lesson 1: Animal Classification. The following is a list of characteristics
for each group of animals. lay eggs without shells in water; breathe with gills; are covered with
scales or smooth leathery skin .
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UNIT 1. 14 Living things: Life processes. Lesson 2: The characteristics of life. Nutrition (feeding).
All living. . Living things: Life processes. Lesson 4: Respiration – how do plants and animals
breathe?
Characteristics of Life Living things are organized. Living things are made up of cells. Living
things metabolize. Living things maintain an internal
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